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Abstract
Transformers have recently been shown to generate high quality images from text
input. However, the existing method of pose conditioning using skeleton image tokens
is computationally inefficient and generate low quality images. Therefore we propose
a new method; Keypoint Pose Encoding (KPE); KPE is 10× more memory efficient
and over 73% faster at generating high quality images from text input conditioned on the
pose. The pose constraint improves the image quality and reduces errors on body extremities such as arms and legs. The additional benefits include invariance to changes in the
target image domain and image resolution, making it easily scalable to higher resolution
images. We demonstrate the versatility of KPE by generating photorealistic multiperson
images derived from the DeepFashion dataset [1].We also introduce a evaluation method
People Count Error (PCE) that is effective in detecting error in generated human images.

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: (a) Our pose constrained text-to-image model supports partial and full pose view,
multiple people, different genders, at different scales. (b) The Architectural diagram of
our pose-guided text-to-image generation model. The text, pose keypoints and image are
encoded into tokens and go into an transformer. *The target image encoding section is
required only for training and is not needed in inference.
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1

Introduction

Despite recent advancements in text-to-image generation, generating full-body multiperson images is still challenging due to the human body’s high degree of freedom. It is difficult
to describe in words entirely the body shape, size, pose, clothing details, position in the images and camera view. Hence in this paper we propose to add human pose as an additional
input to text, to improve the accuracy and fidelity of people being generated through. We can
see this as enforcing disentanglement of content and style of image [2] where the content is
the pose, and the text depicts the style. Concurrent to our work, Text2Human [3] uses text
and pose as input, but their method involves complex dedicated neural networks. At the same
time, our approach is simple and generic to the transformer architecture. There are several
families of text-to-image generation algorithms, including GANs and diffusion models and
the focus of this paper is autoregressive transformer [4] such as DALL-E [5] which we use
as a baseline in our study.
The standard method of representing pose for transformers, e.g. [6] is to convert a skeleton image into discrete image tokens with a dVAE. This is the method adopted by VQGAN
[7] which frames pose-to-image as an image-to-image problem. However, this image pose
encoding has shortcomings, primarily with the high computational complexity, which increases quadratically with image resolution, limiting the output to low resolution. Therefore,
we have devised Keypoint Pose Encoding (KPE) - a novel, efficient and accurate pose representation suitable for a transformer. Instead of using the high dimensional skeleton image
mainly containing redundant information, we focus on only the body joint keypoints for pose
representation. The low dimensional representation is invariant to changing the target image
resolution or domain, e.g. from the natural landscape to synthetic objects. We show it to be
10x more memory efficient and increase computational inference speed by over 73% in the
experiment section.
To measure success and motivated by the inadequacy of existing metrics to measure image
errors specific to people, we devised the People Count Error (PCE) metric to measure
the false positive rate when generating images of multiple people. Therefore, we can both
empirically and qualitatively show that the disentanglement improves the fidelity of people
generated with a significantly reduced number of false positive or erroneous body parts.
In summary, our key contributions are:
1. Novel Keypoint Pose Encoding (KPE) To enable the tokenisation of a human pose
representation that is computationally efficient and invariant to changes in target images such as the resolution.
2. Introduction of a person centric metric A new metric to measure the false error rate
of generated humans in multiperson images in rendered images. This metric helps to
illustrate that the disentanglement of pose and text leads to better higher quality results
with reduced false positive humans.
3. Challenging person generation Our pose constrained text-to-image model supports
partial and complete pose views, multiple people, all at different scales.

2
2.1

Related Work
Text-to-Image Generation

Most GAN-based text-to-image models such as StackGAN[8], AttenGAN[9], DM-GAN[10],
DF-GAN[11] and XMC-GAN[12] are forms of conditional GAN [13] where the text se-
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quence is projected to an embedding vector as a conditioning feature, i.e. the text is modelled
as continuous variables. More recently, researchers turned their attention to the transformer
architecture that has proven to excel in natural language processing (NLP) tasks. Instead of
using a single embedding vector for the entire word sequence, it is encoded into a sequence
of discrete text tokens. Each token is then projected into the transformer’s embedding space.
The transformer is trained to predict the text tokens autoregressively in sequence.
However, there are challenges in applying the transformer to computer vision tasks. The
high dimensionality of image pixels makes it computationally expensive as the transformer
computational complexity is O(N 2 ). Moreover, image pixels are considered continuous real
values and do not fit into the discrete token needed by the transformer. DALL-E [5] addressed
these problems by using VQ-VAE[14] which is a variant of dVAE to encode the image into
discrete tokens. Hence, both text and image are represented as discrete tokens, allowing
the adoption of generic transformers to predict the image tokens from text tokens. The
resulting image is generated by feeding the image tokens to the decoder part of dVAE. This
method forms the basis of many modern transformer-based text-to-image models such as
CogView[15], NÜWA[16] and Make-a-scene[6]. We employ a similar method to tokenise
the text in our models but condition our transformer on a further additional modality, i.e.,
pose, to enrich the image quality and precision.
Recently, a new image generation family known as diffusion models [17][18][19] emerge.
In training, noise is added to target image in forward diffusion steps, and a U-Net[20]
is trained to predict the noise in reverse diffusion steps to generate images from noise.
GLIDE[21], DALL-E 2[22] and Imagen[23] applies additional text condition as embedding
into U-Net to create text-to-image models. Using our KPE method to create pose embedding
has shown to work with diffusion models but the computational benefit is more profound for
transformer hence our focus.

2.2

Pose Guided Image Generation

There are a few existing methods that represent pose in the context of image generation;
including, body keypoint heatmaps [24][25][26], segmentation maps [27][6] and a skeleton
image [28][29]. The pose-to-image is framed as image-to-image, where an input image is
a form of 2D spatial tensor representing pose, and the output image is the person image.
However, these representations include the redundant background in addition to the foreground segmentation or skeleton data. The reason for using the 2D spatial tensor for pose
representation is that the spatial information is required for convolutional layers in GANs
[30], but this is no longer a pre-requisite for transformer. Despite this, recent generative
transformer models [7][16][6] continue using an image for pose representation by encoding
image into discrete image tokens. The image tokenisation process can be very slow, [31] attempts to reduce the training time by pre-encoding the images into tokens, but this prohibits
the use of augmentation onto the images and poses during training. Thus, several papers
[32] [33] realised the shortcoming of using skeleton images and started using keypoint for
pose estimation regression. However, we are the first to use pose keypoint to guide the image
generation.

3

Method

Figure 1(b) shows the overall architecture of our pose constrained text-to-image model.
The first stage is to convert the text, pose keypoints and image into tokens with their respective encoders. Then the tokens are projected into an embedding space before adding posi-
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tional encoding. We use learnable positional encoding for text tokens and axial positional
encoding [34] for image tokens due to its 2D structure. We do not use positional encoding
for keypoint tokens as they are equally important for all positions of the image tokens. The
transformer is made of 12 transformer encoder blocks adopted from [35], and there is no
transformer decoder block. We will now describe the details of the token encoders.

3.1

Text Encoder

Like DALL-E [5], we use the BPE (Byte Pair Encoding) tokeniser [36] for text tokenisation, the encoder breaks the word into subwords, and they are assigned discrete identifier
numbers, which become the text tokens. The text tokens are then projected into embedding
Rt×d , where t is the fixed text token input length and d is the transformer dimension. The
BPE tokeniser is pretrained with the vocabulary of the dataset.

3.2

Image Encoder

In our model, we use VQ-VAE [14] from VQGAN [7] for image encoding and decoding.
Its GAN training pipeline has produced better image quality than the dVAE used by [5]. The
encoder E first converts the continuous image x ∈ RH×W ×C with height H, width W and
colour channel C into code ẑ = E(x) ∈ Rh×w×nz with h and w the spatial dimension and nz
the dimension of the code. Then, each of the codes is quantised q(.) to its closest discrete
codebook entry zk using the equation:


zq = q(ẑ) := arg min ∥ẑi j − zk ∥ ∈ Rh×w×nz
(1)
zk ∈Z

= {zk }Kk=1

where Z
code into image x̂:

∈ Rnz

is the discrete codebook. The decoder G reconstructs the discrete
x̂ = G(zq ) = G(q(E(x)))

(2)

The model and codebook can be trained end-to-end using the loss function:
LV Q (E, G, Z) = ∥x − x̂∥2 + ∥sg[E(x) − zq ]∥22

(3)

+ ∥sg[zq ] − E(x)∥22

(4)

where sg[.] denotes stop-gradient operation.
Overall, the image is tokenised into h × w grid of discrete image tokens. Although h and
w are hyperparameters, they have a linear correlation with image resolution H and W to
maintain the same quality of image texture details. Therefore, increasing image resolution
will lead to more extended image token lengths, resulting in a quadratic increase in computational complexity. The image encoder is pretrained with the target images. The discrete
image tokens are then projected into transformer embedding Rh×w×d .

3.3

Keypoint Pose Encoder (KPE)

KPE is our method for pose representation. It converts pose positions for multiple people
into keypoint tokens and then encodes them into a keypoint embedding.
A single 2D keypoint is defined as a tuple of (x, y, v) where x and y are the normalised
Cartesian coordinates in [0, 1] and v is the visibility score in [0, 1]. We denote multiperson
2D keypoint format as (x, y, v)i, j where i is the person index, j is the keypoint index from 0 to
N − 1 where N is the total number of keypoint defined. Different pose estimation models use
different keypoint schemes, but the common keypoints are the nose, neck, shoulder, elbow,
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wrist, hip, knee, ankle, eye, ear, big toe, and heel.

Figure 2: The Block diagram showing KPE encoding multiperson pose to keypoint tokens.
The tokens are flattened and projected into keypoint embedding within the transformer. The
skeleton image is for illustration purposes as we use the keypoints directly from the pose
estimation model’s outputs.
Figure 2 shows the process of KPE. The process is similar to the method in Vision Transformer (ViT)[37] of grouping image pixels into image patches, except that we group keypoints into keypoint tokens. Each keypoint token corresponds to a skeleton joint; in this
illustration, keypoint token 0 is designated for the right eye and keypoint token 1 is for the
left wrist. The right eye keypoint for all the people in the image are stacked together and
moved into token 0. In this example, we define the system to support up to four people, and
if there are fewer than the maximum number of people, they will be padded with zeros in the
keypoints. The same goes for keypoints that are not visible. The resulting keypoint tokens
will have a length of N. In other words, the number of fixed with the keypoint definition
does not change with the number of people in the image or changes in image resolution. It
is worth noting that the keypoint token is not discrete; it is continuous in the range [0, 1].
The next step is to ensure that the pose embedding has the same dimension as the transformer embedding. We propose two methods; the first one is to pad the keypoint tokens
with zeroes to match the transformer dimension. This method is the fastest as it does not require any arithmetic computation. It can accommodate many people up to constraint within
3M <= d where M is the maximum number of people, and d is the transformer dimension.
We tested this method to be working faster. However, we use a linear layer to project the
keypoint tokens into keypoint embedding for the generality of the unbounded number of
people. Overall, the KPE converts multi-person keypoints RM×N×3 into embedding RN×d .

3.4

Training

To train, the text tokens T , keypoint tokens K and image tokens I are concatenated to be
fed into the transformer. The transformer output has the same length as the input, aiming
to generate the same tokens as the input tokens. As the text tokens and image tokens are
discrete, prediction of them becomes a multiclass classification problem, and we use the
cross entropy loss Lce as is common with transformer training. However, the keypoint tokens
are continuous values, and we use an L2 loss LL2 on the keypoint embedding. Therefore, the
overall loss function is:
L = Lce (T ) + λI Lce (I) + λK LL2 (K)
(5)
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λI and λK are constants. Higher value encourages more accurate people image and poses,
respectively, and their values are discussed in Section 4.3.

3.5

Inference

We do not use input image inference. First, we fix the text and pose tokens and run a
forward pass to generate score for image token. If we select the image token with the highest
probability, the model will generate the same image every time and become deterministic.
Therefore, to introduce variation in generating images, we select several tokens with the
highest probability and sample them uniformly. The size of the sampling pool is a hyperparameter; setting it too low can give more variation but may also introduce more errors in the
image. The sampled image token is concatenated with text and pose tokens to generate the
next image token. The process repeats until all image tokens have been generated, then they
will be decoded to generate an image.

4

Experiments

In this paper, we implement our KPE model and train it on a multiperson dataset derived
from the DeepFashion [1] dataset. In addition, we implemented two baseline models for
comparison. DALL-E [5] as an ablation study to understand the effect of using pose guidance
on generated image quality. Moreover, we implement a DALL-E[5]+VQGAN [7] model to
compare the performance of KPE against VQGAN’s method of using skeleton images for
pose representation. We highlight the advantages of KPE in Section 5.1.

4.1

DeepFashion Dataset

We use DeepFashion’s fashion synthesis benchmark dataset for the experiments. The
original dataset contains 78.5K images of a single person and a brief description of the
gender, clothing colour, and type. We derived a multiperson dataset by randomly sampling
the single-person images, randomly resized them by 10%, cropped them, and concatenated
them into a single 256 × 256 image. The background of the individual images is not removed
before the concatenation. The new images have between 1 to 3 non-overlapping people in
various locations, sizes and poses. Then we use the OpenPose [38] pose estimation approach
to obtain the multiperson pose keypoints. We will release code to enable the generation of
the multiperson training and test data and splits.

4.2

Evaluation Metrics

We evaluate the performance of our approach on two aspects: the similarity or faithfulness
of the generated images to text description and pose; and the image quality, which includes
the realism of people.
4.2.1

Similarity

We use Object Keypoint Similarity (OKS) from the MSCOCO keypoint challenge [39]
for keypoint accuracy. We also use Structural Similarity (SSIM) to compare the similarity
of generated images to the reference images. Like [24] we mask out the background, but
we also we crop away the excessive background to avoid SSIM being dominated by the
background to give the metric Mask-SSIM. We also use CLIPSIM [40] to measure the
similarity between text inputs and generated images.
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4.2.2

People Unrealism

To evaluate the realism of the images, we use the perceptually trained Inception Score
(IS) [41] and FID [42], in line with literature image generative models [24][29][5][16][15].
However, as suggested by [43], IS sub-optimal, and we found that it is not good at measuring
people-centric errors such as missing or extra limbs. To overcome this limitation, we propose
a new evaluation metric People Count Error (PCE) to measure the unrealism of the people.
Given an image of people x, gt() indicates the ground truth function that returns the labelled
number of people in the image, and h() is the function that returns the number of people
detected by the pose estimation algorithm e.g. OpenPose [38]. Therefore, PCE is defined as:
(
1, if h(x) ̸= gt(x)
PCE(x) =
(6)
0, otherwise
PCE makes use of the rich body anatomy knowledge embodied in OpenPose. If a person
in a erroneous generated image has three arms, OpenPose know human only has two arms,
and therefore it will assume the third arm belong to another person, hence adding the person
count. This discrepancy in people count is flagged by PCE as 1 (contain error). Visual
examples of PCE are shown in the results in Fig 4 and further discussed in Section 5.2.
Moreover, unlike IS/FID which requires a large amount of data, PCE applies to a single
image, making it usable to find an error in an individual image.

4.3

Implementation details

We adopt a two-stage training process like [5]. The first stage trains VQ-VAE using the
VQGAN pipeline on the target images to encode 256 × 256 images into 16 × 16 = 256 image
tokens, where each token can assume 8192 possibilities. To compare against [5], we use
an open-source implementation [35] with a transformer dimension d of 512, with 8 heads
and a depth of 12 encoder blocks. The text token length is 256, and the input text tokens
will be truncated if they exceed this length. We train using the loss function in Equation 5
using OpenPose’s BODY_25 [44] pose format. Therefore, the keypoint token length is 25,
corresponding to the 25 keypoints.
The DALL-E+VQGAN model is also a text-and-pose guided model. The difference with
our KPE model is that it uses VQGAN’s pose representation method of using VQ-VAE
to encode skeleton images into pose image tokens. Like VQGAN, we reuse the VQ-VAE
pretrained on target images. The DALL-E+VQGAN’s loss function is:
L = Lce (T ) + λI Lce (I) + λK Lce (P)

(7)

where P are the pose image tokens.
We use the same VQ-VAE, training configuration and hyperparameters for all three models. Therefore, we chose a smaller VQ-VAE, which may not produce the most visually
pleasing image quality, but this presents a fair comparison and ablation study. For loss constants, We use λI =7 from [35]. We tried 1 and 10 for λK but did not notice much difference
in the results. Eventually, we select λK =10 to have the same order of magnitude as λI . For
the optimiser, we use Adam [45], with initial learning rate of 0.0001, β1 =0.9, β2 =0.999. The
learning rate is reduced by half if the loss has plateaued for 12 epochs until it reaches 1e-6.
We use a batch size of 10 and train for 100 epochs on an RTX5000 GPU with 16GB GPU
memory.
Due to the non-deterministic nature of image generation, we compute 5 images per sample
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Pose Method

[5]

[5]+ [7]

KPE (Proposed)

Number of pose tokens ↓
Relative inference speed ↑

1.73×

256
1.0×

25
1.73×

FID ↓
PCE (×10−3 ) ↓
CLIPSIM ↑
IS ↑
OKS ↑
Mask-SSIM ↑

22.11
8.2
0.27
2.912
0.598
0.265

21.81
1.2
0.27
3.027
0.970
0.420

20.39
0.6
0.27
3.034
0.970
0.424

Table 1: Evaluation of different models on DeepFashion multiperson dataset. Our method,
KPE, achieves the highest scores in all metrics.
in the test dataset and obtain the mean value of the metrics for the qualitative result. We
sample image tokens from the top 0.1% highest probability or 8 out of 8192 tokens. This
sampling improves the image quality and consistency of metrics values.

5

Results

Table 1 shows that our proposed method, KPE tops all the evaluation metrics; it achieves
the highest FID and IS scores, indicating that KPE can generate realistic looking people.
Figure 3 and 1(a) show examples with various genders and quantity of people, with different
scales, poses and occluded poses with missing keypoints. Given the OKS score of 0.97,
which indicates a highly accurate pose, the high Mask-SSIM score suggests the generated
images have gender and clothing appearance matching the text description. The CLIPSIM is
the same for all methods despite DALL-E and DALL-E+VQGAN having worse PCE. This
suggests CLIP [46] trained on general images is not good at spotting human body errors.

5.1

Comparison with DALL-E+VQGAN

Both KPE and DALL-E+VQGAN produce high-quality people images with an accurate
poses. From Table 1 against the baselines DALL-E and DALL-E+VQGAN, we can see that
its OKS score matches KPE and is only marginally behind in IS and mask-SSIM, but PCE
is twice the error rate of KPE. Apart from generating improved images, there are several
advantages of using KPE that make it an overall superior method:
• Less memory. The keypoint token length is smaller than the pose image token, requiring less computational memory. In our experiment, the image token length is 256
while there are only 25 keypoint tokens, making it at least 10× more memory efficient.
• Faster to run. The reduction of token number reduces computational complexity,
which is in O(N 2 ) for the transformer. Furthermore, encoding pose image using VQVAE is computationally expensive, and removing this step can improve speed. As a
result, the KPE model’s inference speed is only 0.6 second on RTX5000 GPU, is 73%
faster than DALL-E+VQGAN; there is no speed penalty compared to DALL-E.
• Invariant pose representation. The same VQ-VAE encodes both the pose and target
images. However, as VQ-VAE is normally pretrained on natural images, thus the
trained VQ-VAE may not perform well on synthetic skeleton images. In contrast, KPE
relies only on the keypoint information and is invariant to the image nor VQ-VAE.
• Scalable. Increasing target image resolution or quality will require an increase in
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(a) KPE model could generate multiperson with multiple scales. This example shows it works
with a partial pose where the knee keypoints are missing.

(b) A variety of different poses by three people. Each of the people matches the text description
in gender and clothing appearance.

Figure 3: KPE model can generate photorealistic people with an accurate pose. This figure
shows the pose illustration, ground truth, and three generated samples. The ground truth
images are not used in the inference, they are included only for comparison.
image token length hence more memory and slower running. Since KPE is invariant
to the image, the pose processing will not increase computational resources as the
image resolution increases. This makes our method easier to scale to higher image
resolution.

5.2

Ablation Study and PCE

We did an ablation study comparing KPE against the baseline [5], a text-to-image model
without pose guidance. KPE tops all the metrics in Table 1, most notably with PCE rate
at 0.6 ×10−3 , which is over 13 times better than baseline’s 8.2 ×10−3 . Figure 4 shows an
example of images that contains errors and how we can spot the error by using PCE. Figure
4a contains two realistically looking people but with an additional long arm floating in the

(a) gt=2, h=3

(b) gt=2, h=3

(c) gt=2, h=3

(d) gt=1, h=2

(e) gt=3, h=2

Figure 4: Top row are erroneous images generated using DALL-E, and the bottom row
shows the keypoints obtained from the images. PCE can capture image errors by comparing
the generated (gt) and intended (h) number of people.
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centre of the image. The floating arm is assigned to the third person, causing PCE=1 as
h(x) ̸= gt(x). Although measuring the discrepancy in people’s count does not catch every
error, it allows a standardised metric across a wide range of examples without the need for
a manual visual inspection of each. Figure 4b to 4d show examples of additional body parts
where PCE=1, some of which can be difficult to see initially, like the additional face in
Figure 4d. Also, we found that the baseline [5] sometimes generates fewer or more people
than the text description. When it happens, it tends to contain some standalone body parts
like Figure 4a and Figure 4e. The PCE can pick up the error in Figure 4e despite OpenPose
failing to detect the incomplete person in the centre.

6

Limitations

The DeepFashion dataset is hugely imbalanced, where men form only a tiny fraction of
the dataset, and the rest are long-haired white females. Therefore, a pose-only guided model
trained on the dataset is more likely to generate female images. To understand the effect of
the gender bias, we generated images of various poses using the exact text prompt “a man
wore blue shirt” as shown in Figure 5.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5: Text of “a man wore blue shirt” was used to generate images from pose that is
more masculine (a) towards more feminine pose in (d).
We can see in Figure 5a and 5b that despite the gender bias in the dataset, our model can
generate convincing men from neutral poses. However, when presented with poses that are
exclusive to females in the dataset, the generated images (Figure 5c and 5d) lean toward
feminine appearance. This limitation implies that pose is not entirely disentangled from
gender, and the model learned the gender bias from poses containing information about body
proportion. Given this insight, in future, we will collect and apply our approach to a more
balanced dataset in the future to address this bias in gender and ethnicity.

7

Conclusions

We have proposed text and pose keypoint to the generative image model creating photorealistic multiperson images. We methodologically show that adding pose as guidance
improves the image quality over the SOTA text only guided generative image model. Not
only does KPE generates a better image and produce a more accurate pose than existing
methods, but it is also computationally efficient and does not add inference speed overhead.
This allows for easy integration into transformer models. To measure the performance of
generative images of people, we propose a suitable metric PCE to detect the false positive
occurrence of generated people, overall creating SOTA performance both quantitatively and
qualitatively.
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